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A Tor Hopping Hash with Celestial Undertones
The best thing about the evening was the weather and the views which were both
wonderful!
The Hash?
Well … it was a bit long … and were it not for the hospitality of the Prince of Wales
there might have been lots of rumbling tums … it was rewarding to reach the top
(well nearly) of a number of tors … and some relief that the tussocks were at their
winter low … every single long hasher your scribe talked to complained of bursting
lungs as the sides of North Hessary Tor were scaled … this was even described as
a tor too far!!
I understand that Dogcatcher started the hash with a stylish
gymnastic performance. A misjudged leap over the wall
from the carpark was greeted by a steeper descent than
anticipated, requiring a double tumble turn to avoid a
crashing heap on the other side. There were some reports
that this episode was repeated only seconds later as a
second wall was scaled … but I have it on good authority
that this was plain sailing!!!
There was also a tale from Grandpa, Turd and Barney … from different locations
(pub, on run, car park respectively) … of an ENORMOUS shooting star. Did you
see it?
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The celestial theme continued as Charlotte revealed an interest in stargazing and
Kate … soon to be named … Allen (aka Saucerers) showed us how to use her app
to recognise the planets …
Star Walk is the most beautiful stargazing app you’ve ever seen
on a mobile device. It will become your go-to interactive star
chart of the night sky, following your every movement in real
time and allowing you to explore over 200, 000 celestial bodies
with extensive information about stars, planets, satellites, and
constellations that you find. Even if you’ve never been that into
astronomy, Star Walk will surprise you.
….and its even available on Android!!!
TORCHES …. Don’t forget them … You can’t guarantee that the hare has had too
much time on his/her hands and ended up laying an hour and half + trail … so until
it stays light until at least 21:00 hours BRING YOUR TORCH …
… Unless you’re dogcatcher …
Or … unless you’ve been practicing … http://www.wikihow.com/See-in-the-Dark ...
believe it or not you can train your eyes …could this make an interesting hash
event?

BARNEY?

Barney spent a long time in the pub mithering on
about the fickle nature of some of the elected
Committee members who had thrown in the towel

Did you know we have a growing family affair in the hash … Treve and his two
brothers … and Mum … and various other relations … a number of whom are also
on the naming waiting list ….
Oops … just fell asleep hunched over the keyboard … lets see if we can get this
finshed …
And to conclude:
Why does it take pirates so long to
See you at The Brittania ….
learn the alphabet?
Because they can spend years at
C!
Why do seagulls fly over the sea?
Because if they flew over the bay,
they'd be bagels!
OoooH AaaaaRRRRR … ON ON
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